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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like sinus infections!

Albert Einstein, LHC, kinematics, gravity
Quarks with flavor, series circuits, Newton’s second law
Archimedes,
nanometer,
moles of gas within a liter
Isothermic, isobaric, diagrams to draw
Amplitude, vector, molar
mass of silver
Hooke’s
law,
“duality”,
Heisenberg uncertainty
Aberration, double slit, pendulums (but no pit)
Conservation, static friction,
Michelson and Morley
CHORUS:
We didn’t fail physics
It was always ruling
(Newton wasn’t fooling!)
We didn’t fail physics
So we didn’t get it
But we still won’t sweat it
...see Physics! on back

Brought to you by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

By Tyler Botbyl & Sam Branz ~ Daily Bull

It was a calm morning for the researchers
as they prepped the new addition to their
team. The team allowed us access to the
launch of the first ever Uranus Explorer.
That’s right, we are officially going to blast
off to Uranus! Tension was high; the situation was a bit taut.

quite a bit and when the bar next to the
control tower is open all night and day
you may lose track of time. Yet we got
to hear most of the transmissions loud
and clear:

“Ever since sophomore year in high
school, I dreamed of Uranus,” said Cap“We have to gently ease it into position”, tain Al Pokua.
said head researcher Ben Dover, “Any
sudden movements can cause chaos or “That’s great Al, we’ll probe deep into
space for this mission!” said first mate
premature detonation.”
Shelly.
Soon after one of the lifts gave way, and
the erection of the explorer was com- “Yeah and after getting mooned 123
promised. Luckily the V.I.A.G.R.A. (vertical times by Saturn and Jupiter it’ll be nice
initiation activity ground reconciliation ap- to get to Uranus,” said Al.
paratus) team was able to get it up.
Well that’s great that our astronauts are so
While they worked on that, my co-work- enthusiastic about the mission.
ers I and went off to the gift shop. The
T-shirts sucked but they had nice mugs, “My, Uranus is large,” Captain Al said.
you know the ones that hold like 16
ounces and that read, “Uranus Explora- “Great observation Al,” said second
mate Cathy.
tion Team”.
It’s times like this that you are proud to “Hey, hold on guys, it’s going to get a little
bit hairy up here!”said Al.
be an American!
When we had finally returned to the con- “I’ve lost control of the joystick! It’s getting
trol station to find out how the mission away” said Shelly.
was going, we were surprised to know
that the explorer was already closing in “Well, just get a firm grip and hold on to it;
on Uranus. Yes, the light speed helps
...see To Infinity and Beyond! on back

And then I found five dollars.

January 20, 2009: Nathan Invincible fell down a flight of stairs in his
house as he left for class. He escaped uninjured, but his war with
steps continues unabated.

made history on Tuesday. How
can you make history in the present
if you don’t live in 1984? While I
might not be the nation’s first black
president, I can safely say that neither of us are hisSee what I did right
torians. Who is to
there? I made some
judge what is history
history. Anybody
or not? When they
can do it; all you
talk about history
gotta do is somebeing made, how
thing memorable
does they know
and then record
what historians will
it for eternity. It’s
write about? Who
The future is here.
that simple. And with 500 copies knows, maybe from here on out evof the Bull printed on paper that ery president will be black. Then it
could potentially last thousands wouldn’t be special.
of years, people far into the future
may someday be reading about History depends on what you do,
how I routinely hurt myself on a not what you can do. Obama can
thing called “steps.” For in the fu- revitalize America and I can abolish
ture, there will only be escalators. stairs, but only time will tell whether
we actually succeed at our monuWhy all this history talk? Obama mental tasks. Go us!
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By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

With sincere apologies, once
again, to Billy Joel

Nathan Wonders: History
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We Didn’t Fail
Physics

The Uranus Explorer

���

Friday, January 23, 2009

“As you journey through life,
take a minute every now and
then to give a thought for the
other fellow. He could be plotting
something.”
~Hagar the Horrible

Boltzmann, neutron, orbitals, proton

...To Infinity and Beyond! from front

“Space control, come in space
control”, “hey where are you
“Ok, I got it now,” Shelly replied. After guys? At lunch?”
they got the explorer back on course,
they were able to start their evaluation “No…crunch….crunch….we
are busy doing stuff.” Replied
of the planet.
space control, “what do you
“Uranus looks a little blue, Shelly. Is that need?”
normal?” asked Cathy
“Permission to pull out and come
“Yeah that sounds about right” said Al on home.”
it may take some jerking,” said Al.

“Well we have to continue in to try to “Granted”
collect a soil sample while also trying
to get rocks off of Uranus,” replied “Ok guys we’re pulling out” said the Kilograms, gamma ray, subatomic decay
captain
Shelly
Ohm, ampere, density, terminal veloc“Well let’s try to get’em!” Said Al. The As the team returned home, all I could ity
team tried to get their rocks off for think of is how great our talent is here.
probably 4 hours, but to no avail. How we have no boundaries and how Antimatter, black hole, string theory,
Captain Al came back to space control soon we will run out of places to try to magnet pole
with news that Uranus was actually too occupy. Well for now Uranus is unin- Cathode ray, boson, atom mass of
wet and thus too difficult to collect habitable but maybe someday you to radon
data. Due to issues beyond the team’s could be on the Uranus Explorer.
DC, Pleiades, ionizing energy
control, they were unable to remain in
...Physics! from front
Supersonic - mach four. CHARGIN’ UP
space for longer than a weekend and
Marie Curie, allotropes, nodes and an- MAH LAZR!
had to return to their day jobs.
tinodes on ropes
CHORUS
Insulators, interference, radio waves
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Doppler, Balmer, Zernike - exclude
Wolfgang Pauli
Bose and Einstein condensate, quantum cat inside a crate
Radiation, pressure change, laws of
motion, quarks are strange
Theta, rho. Isotope. Torr, Planck - now
you know
Luminous intensity, Hydrogen spectroscopy
When’s the test, and what’s my score?
I can’t take it anymore!!!

Story of My Life
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Think you’ve had enough? I don’t.

You listen up
Here’s the story, about a little guy that
played too much broomball
And all day and all night he fantasized
about playing that great sport
Outside on the ice
Hard his stick with the cool crazy duct
tape with the flame decal
And everything is blue for him, like the
Impulse, solar car, oscillation, bell jar End of earth? No-go. Stephen Hawk- ball
One slit, two slit - how does light be- ing said so:
And everybody just left so he ain’t
“Hadrons, schmadrons - read my sci- got, nobody, to score on…
have?
ence fiction!”
Feynman, volume, how to keep a flute
[Chorus]
Time and space continuum, rare earth Broomball, I will play ’til I die, in deep
in tune,
Gravitation, convex lens, write your gadolinium
snow or sunshine, like a skater I fly,
Phase shift, James Watt, fractals by right across the slick ice, in the spring
data down again
Mandelbrot
I will cry…
Red shift, latent heat, buoyancy of my
Gold foil, Rutherford... man, I feel like I play on ice but better in the snow
fleet
Voltage drop, charm and top, Snell’s a nerd.
Even in the wind with hardly a care!
Faraday, charge away - what else do I The refs went in as the snow drifts all
law of refraction
have to say?
grew
CHORUS
I had a girlfriend but she left me too.
CHORUS
Now all the people here just look
Kepler’s law, parallels, Tesla coil, Bearound
Kelvin temps, Farenheit, Celcius - they And then they wonder, “Is this guy
querel
work all right
Statics, circuitry, “P V” is “n R T”
insane?”

I’ll keep playing every day of the
week
Cause I’m addicted, I’ll never be free.
[Chorus]
Outside on the ice
He’s still there with his own tricked out
helmet and a cool jersey
And everything is blue for him, from
the cold
And everybody around cause they’re
inside getting some, hot coco.
[Chorus]

